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Model Order Redution of Coupled Ciruit-Devie SystemsMihael Hinze�, Martin Kunkely,Andreas Steinbreherz, Tatjana StykelzMay 4, 2011AbstratWe onsider model order redution of integrated iruits with semiondutor devies. Suhiruits are modeled using modi�ed nodal analysis by di�erential-algebrai equations oupledwith the nonlinear drift-di�usion equations. A spatial disretization of these equations witha mixed �nite element method yields a high dimensional nonlinear system of di�erential-algebrai equations. Balaning-related model redution is used to redue the dimension ofthe deoupled linear network equations, while the semidisretized semiondutor model isredued using proper orthogonal deomposition. Sine the omputational omplexity of theredued-order model through the nonlinearity of the drift-di�usion equations still dependson the number of variables of the full model, we apply the disrete empirial interpolationmethod to further redue the omputational omplexity. We provide numerial omparisonswhih demonstrate the performane of the presented model redution approah.Keywords: modi�ed nodal analysis, balaned trunation, di�erential-algebrai equa-tions, drift-di�usion equations, eletroni iruits, model redution, proper orthogonal de-ompositionAMS(MOS) subjet lassi�ation: 15A24, 34A09, 37L65, 82D37, 94C991 IntrodutionComputer simulations play an signi�ant role in design and prodution of very large integratediruits or hips that have nowadays hundreds of millions of semiondutor devies plaed on sev-eral layers and interonneted by wires. Caused by the dereasing physial size and inreasingpaking density and operating frequeny, suh devies annot be modeled by lumped equivalentiruits any more. Therefore, the need for new models reeting the omplex ontinuous proessesin semiondutors in more details is growing. An approah for modeling the semiondutor de-vies in the iruit relies on the drift-di�usion equations oupled to the network equations [1, 2℄.A spatial disretization of the drift-di�usion equations leads to systems of very large state spaedimension that makes the analysis and simulations unaeptably time onsuming and expensive.In this ontext, model order redution is of great importane. A general idea of model redutionis to approximate the large-sale system by a muh smaller model that aptures the input-outputbehavior of the original system to a required auray and also preserves essential physial pro-perties. For iruit equations, passivity is the most important property to be preserved in theredued-order model.�Fahbereih Mathematik, Universit�at Hamburg, Bundesstra�e 55, 20146 Hamburg, Germany,mihael.hinze�uni-hamburg.de.yFakult�at f�ur Luft- und Raumfahrttehnik, Universit�at der Bundeswehr M�unhen, Werner-Heisenberg-Weg 39,85577 Neubiberg, Germany, martin.kunkel�unibw.de.zInstitut f�ur Mathematik, TU Berlin, Stra�e des 17. Juni 136, 10623 Berlin, Germany,fsteinbreher,stykelg�math.tu-berlin.de.This work was supported by the Researh Network SyreNe - System Redution for Nanosale IC Design fundedby the German Federal Ministry of Eduation and Siene (BMBF), grants no. 03HIPAE5 and no. 03STPAE3.Responsibility for the ontents of this publiation rests with the authors.1



For linear dynamial systems, many di�erent model redution approahes have been developedover the last thirty years, see [3, 4℄ for reent olletion books on this topi. Krylov subspaebased methods suh as PRIMA [5℄ and SPRIM [6, 7℄ are the most used passivity-preserving modelredution tehniques in iruit simulation. A drawbak of these methods is the ad ho hoieof interpolation points that strongly inuene the approximation quality. Reently, an optimalpoint seletion strategy based on tangential interpolation has been proposed in [8, 9℄ that providesan optimal H 2 -approximation.An alternative approah for model redution of linear systems is balaned trunation. In order toapture spei� system properties, di�erent balaning tehniques have been developed for standardand generalized state spae systems, see, e.g., [10, 11, 12, 13, 14℄. In partiular, passivity-preservingbalaned trunation methods for eletrial iruits (PABTEC) have been proposed in [15, 16, 17℄that heavily exploit the topologial struture of iruit equations. These methods are based onbalaning the solution of projeted Lyapunov or Riati equations and provide omputable errorbounds.Model redution of nonlinear equation systems may be performed by a trajetory piee-wise linearapproah [18℄ based on linearization, or proper orthogonal deomposition (POD) (see, e.g., [19℄),whih relies on snapshot alulations and is suessfully applied in many di�erent engineering�elds inluding omputational uid dynamis and eletronis [19, 20, 21, 22, 23℄. A onnetion ofPOD to balaned trunation was established in [24, 25℄.A POD-based model redution approah for the nonlinear drift-di�usion equations has been pre-sented in [26℄, and then extended in [20℄ to parameterized eletrial networks using the greedysampling proposed in [27℄. An advantage of the POD approah is its high auray with only fewmodel parameters. However, for its appliation to the drift-di�usion equations it was observedthat the redution of the problem dimension not neessarily implies the redution of the simulationtime. Therefore, several adaption tehniques suh as missing point estimation [28℄ and disreteempirial interpolation method (DEIM) [29℄ have been developed to redue the simulation ostfor the redued-order model.In this paper, we onsider model order redution of oupled iruit-devie systems that onsist ofthe di�erential-algebrai equations modeling a iruit and the nonlinear drift-di�usion equationsdesribing the semiondutor devies. Our approah is based on a ombination of the PABTECalgorithm for the deoupled linear network equations and the DEIM-adopted POD method forthe distributed devie equations.2 Model equationsIn this setion, we briey introdue model equations for integrated iruits with semiondutordevies. For more details on network analysis and semiondutor physis, we refer to [2, 30, 31,32, 33℄.A general iruit an be represented as a direted graph with n� + 1 nodes and nb branhes.The nodes of the graph orrespond to the nodes of the iruit, while the branhes of the graphorrespond to the iruit elements like resistors, apaitors, indutors, voltage soures and urrentsoures. The dynamial behavior of the iruit an then be desribed using modi�ed nodal analysis(MNA), e.g., [34℄, by a nonlinear system of di�erential-algebrai equations (DAEs)AC ddtqC (ATC �) +AR g(ATR �) +AL {L +AV {I = 0; (1a)ddt�({L )�ATL � = 0; (1b)AT
V
� � uV = 0; (1)where � denotes the vetor of node potentials, {L , {V and {I are urrents of indutive, voltage soureand urrent soure branhes, respetively, while uV and uI are voltages of voltage soures andurrent soures, respetively. Furthermore, AC 2 Rn� ;nC , AL 2 Rn� ;nL , AR 2 Rn� ;nR , AV 2 Rn� ;nVand AI 2 Rn� ;nI are the (redued) inidene matries desribing the topology of the orrespondingiruit elements, and the funtions qC : RnC ! RnC , g : RnR ! RnR and � : RnL ! RnL desribe2



apaitor harges, resistor ondutivities and eletromagneti uxes in the indutors, respetively.We will assume that(A1) the matrix AV has full olumn rank,(A2) the matrix � AC AL AR AV � has full row rank,(A3) the funtions qC , g and � are ontinuously di�erentiable and their Jaobians�qC (uC )�uC = C (uC ); �g(uR )�uR = G (uR ); ��({L )�{L = L ({L ) (2)are positive de�nite for all admissible uC = ATC �, uR = AT
R
� and {L , respetively.Assumptions (A1) and (A2) imply that the iruit ontains neither loops of voltage soures(V-loops) nor utsets of urrent soures (I-utsets), respetively, while assumption (A3) meansthat all iruit elements are passive, i.e., they do not generate energy.Using (2), the MNA equations (1) an be written in the ompat formE(x) ddtx = Ax+ f(x) + Bu; (3a)y = BTx; (3b)where x = 24 �{L{V 35 ; u = � {IuV � ; y = � �uI�{V �are the state, input and output vetors, respetively, andE(x) = 264 AC C (ATC �)ATC 0 00 L ({L ) 00 0 0 375; A = 264 0 �AL �AVATL 0 0AT
V

0 0 375 ; (3)f(x) = 264 �AR g(ATR �)00 375 ; B = 264 �AI 00 00 �I 375 : (3d)In the following, we will distinguish between linear iruit elements like linear resistors, apaitorsand indutors, and nonlinear iruit elements like nonlinear apaitors, indutors, diodes andtransistors. A iruit element is alled linear if the urrent-voltage relation for this element islinear. Otherwise, the iruit element is alled nonlinear. Without loss of generality, we mayassume that the iruit elements are ordered suh that the inidene matries an be partitionedas AC = � A �C AeC � ; AL = � A �L AeL � ; AR = � A �R A eR � ; (3e)where the inidene matries A �C , A �L and A �R orrespond to the linear iruit omponents, andAeC , AeL and A eR are the inidene matries for the nonlinear devies. We also assume that thelinear and nonlinear elements are not mutually onneted, i.e.,
C (ATC �) =" �C 00 eC (ATeC �) #; L ({L ) =" �L 00 eL ({eL ) #; g(ATR �) =" �G AT�R �eg(ATeR �) #; (3f)where �C 2 Rn�C ;n�C , �L 2 Rn�L ;n�L and �G 2 Rn�R ;n�R are the apaitane, indutane and ondutanematries for the orresponding linear elements, whereas eC : RneC ! RneC ;neC , eL : RneL ! RneL ;neL andeg : RneR ! RneR desribe the orresponding nonlinear omponents, and {eL is the vetor of urrents3



through the nonlinear indutors. If the iruit ontains some ritial semiondutors that have tobe modeled by distributed devie equations, then we onsider the further partitioningA eR = � AN AS �; eg(ATeR �) = " egN (ATN �)egS (ATS �) # ; (3g)where the subsripts N and S stand for other nonlinear resistive elements with simple urrent-voltage relations and for semiondutors, respetively.For modeling of suh ritial semiondutors, we use the nonlinear drift-di�usion equations inmixed formulation given by " div g = q(n� p�N); (4a)q �tn� div Jn = �q R(n; p); (4b)q �tp+ div Jp = �q R(n; p); (4)g = r ; (4d)Jn = q UT �nrn� q �n n g ; (4e)Jp = �q UT �prp� q �p p g ; (4f)on a spae-time domain 
 � [0; T ℄ with 
 � Rd , d = 1; 2; 3. Here,  =  (�; t) is the eletripotential, n = n(�; t) and p = p(�; t) are the eletron and hole densities, Jn = Jn(�; t) andJp = Jp(�; t) are the urrent densities of eletrons and holes, respetively, N = N(�) is the dopingpro�le, and R(n; p) = np� n20�p(n+ n0) + �n(p+ n0)is the Shokley-Read-Hall reombination-generation rate, where �p and �n are the eletron andhole lifetimes, respetively, and n0 is the intrinsi onentration. Furthermore, �n and �p are themobilities of eletrons and holes, respetively, " is the dieletri permittivity and q is the unitharge. The temperature is assumed to be onstant whih leads to a onstant thermal voltage UT .For a omprehensive overview of the drift-di�usion equations, we refer to [31, 32, 35℄.The semiondutor model (4) is oupled to the MNA system (3) through the semiondutor urrentvetor {S with the omponents({S )k = Z�O;k (Jn + Jp � " �tg ) � � d�; (5)where � is the normal vetor to the interfae �O;k, and through the boundary onditions forthe drift-di�usion equations (4) depending on the node potentials � of the network. On Ohmiontats �O;k, they read (�; t) =  ap(ATS �(t)) +  bi(�); (�; t) 2 �O;k � [0; T ℄ (6a)n(�; t) = �n(�); p(�; t) = �p(�); (�; t) 2 �O;k � [0; T ℄; (6b)where AS is the semiondutor inidene matrix,  ap denotes the applied potential, and  bi, �nand �p are given time-independent funtions [2℄. Furthermore, on isolated boundaries �I theboundary onditions are given byg � � = 0; Jn � � = 0; Jp � � = 0: (6)In Figure 1, a oupled iruit-devie system with one semiondutor diode is shown. In partiular,the boundary onditions at the left boundary of the diode read  (�; t) = �2(t) +  bi(�) for all(�; t) 2 �O;1 � [0; T ℄ and on the right boundary we have  (�; t) = �3(t) +  bi(�) for all (�; t) 2�O;2 � [0; T ℄.Equations (3), (4) and (5) represent a oupled system of partial di�erential-algebrai equations.The analytial properties and numerial methods for suh a system have been investigated in4



uV R1�1 �2 �3 �4 �k �k+1Diode �I�I�O;1 �O;2
DD equations R3 Rk�1 RkC1 C2 C3 Ck�1 Ck
Figure 1: RC hain with a diode[1, 2, 20, 36℄. Using the �nite element method for a spatial disretization of the drift-di�usionequations (4) as desribed in [20℄, we obtain the nonlinear DAE system2666666664 0�ML ddtnhML ddtph000
3777777775 = �AFEM 2666666664  hnhphgh JhnJhp

3777777775�F(nh; ph; gh ) + b(ATS �); (7)where  h, nh, ph, gh , Jhn , Jhp are the vetors of the orresponding semidisretized funtions,and the funtions F and b result from the nonlinearities in (4) and the boundary onditions (6),respetively. Furthermore, after disretization, the oupling relation (5) takes the form{hS = C1Jhn + C2Jhp + C3 ddtgh ; (8)where {hS is the semidisretized semiondutor urrent vetor, and C1, C2 and C3 are onstantmatries. This relation an be shortly written as {hS = #(xhS ), wherexhS = � ( h)T (nh)T (ph)T (gh )T (Jhn )T (Jhp )T �Tis the state vetor of (7), and # is a state-to-output map. Determining the state xhS from equa-tion (7) for a given voltage ATS �, say xhS = �(ATS �), and substituting it into (8), we obtain therelationship {hS = egS (ATS �); (9)where egS : RnS ! RnS de�ned as egS (ATS �) = #(�(ATS �)) desribes the voltage-urrent relationfor the semidisretized semiondutors. The relation (9) an be onsidered as an input-to-outputmap, where the input is the voltage vetor ATS � at the ontats of the semiondutors and theoutput is the approximate semiondutor urrent {hS .Summarizing, we have the oupled DAE system (3), (7) and (9) that represents a semidisretizedmodel for the eletroni iruit with semiondutors.3 Model redution approahIn this setion, we present a model redution approah for the oupled nonlinear DAE system(3), (7) and (9) based on deoupling this system into linear and nonlinear subsystems. Then5



the linear part is approximated by a redued-order linear model of lower dimension using thePABTEC algorithm [15, 17℄, while the deoupled nonlinear equations are redued using the PODmethod as desribed in [20℄. Combining these redued-order linear and nonlinear models, weobtain a nonlinear redued-order model that approximates the oupled system (3), (7) and (9),see Figure 2. We now desribe this model redution proedure in more detail. For simpliity,in model redution of the nonlinear part, we restrit ourself to the semidisretized drift-di�usionmodel (7). Other nonlinear equations an be redued in a similar way.
Deoupling

POD method PABTEC method
Reoupling

Figure 2: Model redution approah3.1 DeouplingOur goal is now to extrat a linear subiruit from a nonlinear iruit. For this purpose, weuse a deoupling proedure from [37℄ that onsists in the replaement of the nonlinear indutorsand nonlinear apaitors by ontrolled urrent soures and ontrolled voltage soures, respetively.The nonlinear resistors are replaed by an equivalent iruit onsisting of two serial linear resistorsand one ontrolled urrent soure onneted parallel to one of the resistors. Suh replaementsintrodue additional nodes and state variables, but neither additional CV-loops nor LI-utsetsour in the deoupled linear subiruit meaning that its index oinides with the index of the6



original iruit, see [38℄ for the index analysis of the iruit equations. An advantage of thesuggested replaement strategy is exemplary demonstrated in the following example.Example 3.1 Consider again a iruit with a semiondutor diode as in Figure 1. We suggest
uV R1�1 �2 �3 �4 �k�z �k+1G1 G2{z R3 Rk�1 RkC1 C2 C3 Ck�1 Ck

Figure 3: Deoupled linear RC hain with a replaement iruitto replae the diode by an equivalent iruit shown in Figure 3. If we would replae the diodeby a urrent soure, then a deoupled linear iruit would have I-utset and, hene, lak well-posedness. Moreover, if we would replae the diode by a voltage soure, then the resulting lineariruit would have CV-loop, i.e., it would be of index two, although the original iruit is of indexone. Note that model redution of index two problems is more involved than that of index one[39℄. /After the replaements desribed above, the extrated linear subiruit an be modeled by thelinear DAE system in the MNA form E ddtx` = Ax` +Bu`; (10a)y` = BTx`; (10b)with xT̀ = � �T �Tz {T�L {T
V
{TeC �, uT̀ = � {TI {Tz {TeL uT

V
uTeC � andE=24ACCATC 0 00 L 00 0 0 35; A=24�ARGATR �AL �AVATL 0 0ATV 0 0 35; B=24�AI 00 00 �I35; (10)where the inidene and element matries are given byAC = �A �C0 � ; AR = �A �R A1eR A2eR0 �I I � ; AL = �A �L0 � ; (10d)AV = �AV AeC0 0 � ; AI = �AI A2eR AeL0 I 0 � ; (10e)G = 24 �G 0 00 G1 00 0 G2 35 ; C = �C ; L = �L : (10f)Here, the matries A1eR and A2eR have entries in f0; 1g and f�1; 0g, respetively, and satisfyA1eR +A2eR = A eR . Moreover, �z is the potential of the introdued nodes, and the matries G1and G2 are diagonal with ondutanes of the introdued linear resistors in the replaement ir-uits on the diagonal, and the new input variables ueC and {z are given byueC = ATeC �; (11){z = (G1 +G2)G�11 eg(ATeR �)�G2ATeR �: (12)7



One an show that the linear system (10) together with the deoupled nonlinear equations (7),(9) and the equations for the nonlinear indutorseL ddt {eL �ATeL � = 0is state equivalent to the oupled system (3), (7) and (9) together with the relations{eC = eC (ueC ) ddtueC ;�z = (G1 +G2)�1�G1(A1eR )T � �G2(A2eR )T � � {z�in the sense that these both systems have the same state vetors up to a permutation, see [37℄ fordetail.3.2 Model redution of the linear subiruit using the PABTECmethodOne we have the deoupled linear DAE system (10) with E, A 2 Rn` ;n` and B 2 Rn` ;m` , we anapproximate this system by a redued-order modelÊ ddt x̂` = Âx̂` + B̂u; (13a)ŷ` = Ĉx̂`; (13b)with Ê, Â 2 Rr` ;r` , B̂ 2 Rr` ;m` , Ĉ 2 Rm` ;r` and r` � n`. If the matries G, C and L in (10f) aresymmetri and positive de�nite, then system (10) is passive and reiproal. The latter means thatthe transfer funtion of (10) given by G(s) = BT (sE � A)�1B satis�es GT (s) = SextG(s)Sextwith the signature matrix Sext = diag(InI+neL+neR ;�InV +neC ): (14)Of ourse, these properties should be preserved in the redued-order model (13). This would allowus to synthesize this model as a iruit with a small number of elements ompared to the originaliruit [40, 41℄.The passive and reiproal redued-order model (13) an be omputed via the PABTEC method[15℄ based on balaned trunation. First, we de�ne the ontrollability and observability Gramiansof system (10) as unique stabilizing solutions of the projeted Riati equationsEXF T + FXET +EXBTBXET + PlBoBTo P Tl = 0; X = PrXP Tr ; (15)ETY F + F TY E +ETY BoBTo Y E + P Tr BTBPr = 0; Y = P Tl Y Pl; (16)where F = A�BBT � 2PlB(I �MT0 M0)�1MT0 BTPr;Bo = p2BJ�1o ; B = p2J�1 BT ;JTo Jo = I �MT0 M0; JJT = I �M0MT0 ;M0 = I � 2 lims!1BT (sE �A+BBT )�1B;and Pr and Pl are the spetral projetors onto the right and left deating subspaes of the penil�E � (A � BBT ) orresponding to the �nite eigenvalues. The balaned trunation approah isbased on the transformation of system (10) into a balaned form whose Gramians are both equalto a diagonal matrix. Then the redued-order model (13) is determined by the trunation of thestates orresponding to small diagonal elements of the balaned Gramians. In pratie, we do notneed to balane system (10) expliitly. Instead, we an use the following algorithm developed in[15℄.
8



Algorithm 3.2 (PABTEC - Passivity-preserving balaned trunation for eletrialiruits) Given (E; A; B; BT ) for the linear model equations (10), ompute (Ê; Â; B̂; Ĉ) fora redued-order model (13).1. Compute the Cholesky fator RX of the stabilizing solution X = RXRTX of the projetedRiati equation (15).2. Compute the eigenvalue deompositionRTXSintERX = [U1; U2 ℄ � �1 00 �2 � [U1; U2 ℄T ;where Sint = diag(In�+neR ;�In�L ;�InV +neC ), [U1; U2℄ is orthogonal, �1 = diag(�1; : : : ; �r) and�2 = diag(�r+1; : : : ; �q).3. Compute the eigenvalue deomposition (I �M0)Sext = U0�0UT0 , where Sext is as in (14),U0 is orthogonal and �0 = diag(�̂1; : : : ; �̂m`).4. Compute the redued-order model (13) withÊ = � Ir 00 0 � ; Â = 12 � 2W TAV p2W TBC1�p2B1BT V 2 I �B1C1� ; (17a)B̂ = � W TB�B1=p2� Ĉ = hBT V; C1=p2i; (17b)where B1 = S0j�0j1=2UT0 Sext; C1 = U0j�0j1=2;W = RXU1j�1j�1=2; V = SintRXU1S1j�1j�1=2;S0 = diag(sign(�̂1); : : : ; sign(�̂m`)); j�0j = diag(j�̂1j; : : : ; j�̂m` j);S1 = diag(sign(�1); : : : ; sign(�r)); j�1j = diag(j�1j; : : : ; j�rj):One an show that the redued-order system (13), (17) is passive and reiproal, and we have thefollowing a priori L2 -norm error boundkŷ` � y`kL2 � 2kI +Gk2H1 (j�r+1j+ : : :+ j�q j)ku`kL2;provided 2kI + GkH1 (j�r+1j + : : : + j�q j) < 1, see [13, 15℄. Here, the H1 -norm is de�ned askI +GkH1 = sup!2RkI +G(i!)k, where k � k denotes the spetral matrix norm. Furthermore,if we hoose r in the PABTEC algorithm suh that 2kI + ĜkH1 (j�r+1j + : : : + j�q j) < 1, whereĜ(s) = Ĉ(sÊ�Â)�1B̂ is the transfer funtion of (13), then we obtain the a posteriori error boundkŷ` � y`kL2 � 2kI + Ĝk2H1 (j�r+1j+ : : :+ j�q j)ku`kL2that is inexpensive to ompute.Note that the projetors Pl, Pr and the matrix M0 required in Algorithm 3.2 an be onstrutedin expliit form using the topologial struture of the MNA equations (10), see [15, 17℄. Moreover,for RC and RL iruits, the PABTEC algorithm an be simpli�ed in suh a way that a projetedLyapunov equation has to be solved instead of the projeted Riati equation, that redues theomputational omplexity onsiderably [16℄.3.3 Model redution of the nonlinear semiondutor model using thePOD methodFor the approximation of the nonlinear semiondutor model (7) by a redued-order model, we usethe POD method [19℄ ombined with the DEIM approah [29℄ for eÆient evaluation of nonlin-earities. For this purpose, we �rst run a simulation of the oupled system system (3), (7) and (9)9



and ollet k snapshots  h(tj), nh(tj), ph(tj), gh (tj), Jhn (tj), Jhp (tj) at time instanes tj 2 [0; T ℄,j = 1; : : : ; k. Note that already at this stage we an replae the deoupled linear subsystem (10)of (3) with the redued-order model (13), (17) in order to redue the simulation time. The snap-shot variant of POD introdued in [19℄ �nds a best approximation of the spae spanned by thesnapshots with respet to the onsidered salar produt. Sine every omponent  h, nh, ph, gh ,Jhn , Jhp of the state vetor of (7) has its own physial meaning, we approximate these omponentsseparately by the vetors POD(t) = U  (t); nPOD(t) = Unn(t); pPOD(t) = Upp(t);gPOD (t) = Ug g (t); JPODn (t) = UJnJn(t); JPODp (t) = UJpJp(t);respetively, where the projetion matries U� 2 Rn��s� with � 2 f ; n; p; g ; Jn; Jpg ontain the(time-independent) POD basis vetors, the funtions � are the orresponding time-variant oef-�ients, and the numbers s� denote the respetive numbers of the POD basis funtions inluded.The projetion matries U� are determined from the singular value deomposition of the matri-es omposed of the orresponding snapshots. Let, for example, 	 = ~U � ~V T be the singularvalue deomposition of the snapshot matrix 	 = �  h(t1) : : :  h(tk) �, where ~U and ~V areorthogonal and � = diag(� ;1; : : : ; � ;k) with � ;1 � : : : � � ;k. Then the projetion matrix U is de�ned as U = ~U � Is 0 �T . Other projetion matries an be obtained in a similar way,see [20℄ for detail. The approximation quality of the POD basis with respet to the snapshots isexpressed by 1��� with the lak of information �� de�ned by�� =vuutPki=s�+1 ��;iPki=1 ��;i � 1; (18)where ��;i denote the singular values of the orresponding snapshot matrix.The Galerkin projetion of system (7) yields the redued-order model2666666664 0� ddtnddtp000
3777777775 = �APOD 2666666664  npg JnJp

3777777775� UTF(Unn; Upp; Ug g ) + UT b(ATS �); (19)
where APOD = UTAFEMU and U = diag(U ; Un; Up; Ug ; UJn ; UJp). The oupling relation (9)an then be approximated by{̂hS = C1UJnJn + C2UJpJp + C3Ug ddtg : (20)As for the original system (7) and (9), we denote the relation between ATS � and {̂hS by{̂hS = êgS (ATS �): (21)All matrix-matrix multipliations are alulated in an o�-line phase, whereas the nonlinear funtionF has to be evaluated on-line. For the redution of the evaluation time, we use DEIM proposedin [29℄.
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3.4 ReouplingAfter model redution of the linear DAE system (10) using the PABTEC method, we obtain theredued-order model (13), (17). In partiular, this model has the formÊ ddt x̂` = Âx̂` + � B̂1 B̂2 B̂3 B̂4 B̂5 � 266664 {I{z{eLuVueC 377775 ;
2666664 ŷ`1ŷ`2ŷ`3ŷ`4ŷ`5

3777775 = 2666664 Ĉ1Ĉ2Ĉ3Ĉ4Ĉ5
3777775 x̂`;where ŷ`j = Ĉj x̂`, j = 1; : : : ; 5, approximate the orresponding omponents of the output y`in (10b). Combining this system with the unhanged nonlinear iruit equations and the reduedsemiondutor model (19), (21) as desribed in [37℄, we get the redued-order nonlinear modelÊ(x̂) ddt x̂ = Â x̂+ f̂(x̂) + B̂ u; (22a)ŷ = Ĉ x̂; (22b)where x̂T = h x̂T̀ {̂TL ûTC ûTeR i, uT = � {TI uT

V

� andÊ(x̂)=2664 Ê 0 0 00 eL (̂{eL ) 0 00 0 eC (ûeC ) 00 0 0 0 3775; f̂(x̂)=2664 000êg(û eR ) 3775; B̂=2664 B̂1 B̂40 00 00 0 3775; (22)Â=2664 Â+ B̂2(G1 +G2)Ĉ2 B̂3 B̂5 B̂2G1�Ĉ3 0 0 0�Ĉ5 0 0 0�G1Ĉ2 0 0 �G1 3775; Ĉ=� Ĉ1 0 0 0Ĉ4 0 0 0 � : (22d)The oupled system (22), (19) and (21) represents then an approximation to the nonlinear DAEsystem (3), (7) and (9), where both the linear subiruit as well as the semiondutor model areredued. Note that both model redution approahes presented in Setions 3.2 and 3.3 for the de-oupled linear subiruit and nonlinear drift-di�usion equations an be exeuted independently. Inthis ase, the model equations (22), (7) and (9) with unredued eg instead of êg in (22) approximatethe original oupled nonlinear DAE system (3), (7) and (9), where only the linear subsystem isredued and the semiondutor model remains unhanged. Finally, the model equations (3), (19)and (21), where the approximate funtion êg instead of eg is used in (3f) represent an approximationto the original nonlinear DAE system (3), (7) and (9), where only the distributed semiondutormodel is redued and the iruit equations remain unhanged.4 Numerial experimentsIn this setion, we present some results of numerial experiments to demonstrate the appliabilityof the presented model redution approahes for oupled iruit-devie systems.For model redution of linear iruit equations, we use the MATLAB Toolbox PABTEC [42℄. ThePOD method is implemented in C++ based on the FEM library deal.II [43℄ for disretizing thedrift-di�usion equations. The obtained large and sparse nonlinear DAE system (3), (7), (9) aswell as the small and dense redued-order model (19), (21), (22) are integrated using the DASPKsoftware pakage [44℄ based on a BDF method, where the nonlinear equations are solved usingNewton's method. Furthermore, the diret sparse solver SuperLU [45℄ is employed for solvinglinear systems. 11



Consider an RC iruit with one diode as shown in Figure 1. The input is given byu(t) = uV (t) = 10 sin(2�f0t)4with the frequeny f0 = 104 Hz, see Figure 4. The output of the system is y(t) = �{V (t).We simulate the models over the �xed time horizon [0; 2:5f0 ℄. The linear resistors have the sameresistane R = 2k
 and the linear apaitors have the same apaitane C = 0:02�F.First, we desribe the diode by the voltage-urrent relationeg(u eR ) = 10�14 �exp(40u eR )� 1� ; (23)and apply only the PABTEC method to the deoupled linear system (10) that models the lineariruit given in Figure 3. System (10) with n` = 1503 variables was approximated by a re-dued model (13) of dimension r` = 24. This dimension was determined as r` = r + r0, wherer0 = rank(I �M0) and r satis�es the ondition (j�r+1j+: : :+j�q j) < tolBT with a presribed toler-ane tolBT = 10�7. The outputs y and ŷ of the original nonlinear system (3) and the redued-ordernonlinear model (22), respetively, are plotted in Figure 4. Simulation time and the absolute andrelative L2 -norm errors in the output are presented in Table 1. One an see that the simulationtime is redued by a fator of 10, while the relative error is below 2 %.system dimension simulation absolute error relative errortime ky � ŷkL2 ky � ŷkL2=kykL2unredued 1503 0.584 sredued 24 0.054 s 5:441 � 10�7 1:760 � 10�2Table 1: Simulation time and approximation errors for the nonlinear RC iruit with the basidiode desribed by the voltage-urrent relation (23).

Figure 4: Input voltage and output urrents for the basi diode with the voltage-urrent rela-tion (23).As the next step, we introdue the drift-di�usion model (4) for the diode. The parameters of thediode are summarized in Table 2. Note that we do not expet to obtain the same output y as in theprevious experiment. To ahieve this, one would need to perform a parameter identi�ation for thedrift-di�usion model whih is not done in this paper. In Table 3, we ollet the numerial resultsfor di�erent model redution strategies. The outputs of the systems with the redued networkand/or POD-redued diode are ompared to the full semidisretized model (3), (7) and (9) with7510 variables. First, we redue the extrated linear network and do not modify the diode. This12



Parameter Value" 1:03545 � 10�12 F/mUT 0:0259 Vn0 1:4 � 1010 1/m3�n 1350 m2/(V se)�n 330 � 10�9 se�p 480 m2/(V se)�p 33 � 10�9 se
 [0; l1℄� [0; l2℄� [0; l3℄l1 (length) 10�4 ml2 (width) 10�5 ml3 (depth) 10�5 mN(�); �1 < l1=2 �9:94 � 1015 1/m3N(�); �1 � l1=2 4:06 � 1018 1/m3FEM-mesh 500 elements, re�ned at �1 = l1=2Table 2: Diode model parameters.network diode dim. simul. Jaobian absolute relative(MNA (drift-di�usion time evaluations error errorequations) equations) ky � ŷkL2 ky � ŷkL2=kykL2unredued unredued 7510 23.37s 20redued unredued 6031 16.90s 17 2:165 � 10�8 7:335 � 10�4unredued redued 1609 1.51s 16 2:952 � 10�6 1:000 � 10�1redued redued 130 1.19s 11 2:954 � 10�6 1:000 � 10�1Table 3: Statistis for model redution of the oupled iruit-devie system.redues the number of variables by about 20 %, and the simulation time is redued by 27 %. Itshould also be noted that the redued network is not only smaller but it is also easier to integratefor the DAE solver. An indiator for the omputational omplexity is the number of Jaobianevaluations or, equivalently, the number of LU deompositions required during integration.Finally, we reate a POD-redued model (19) and (21) for the diode. The number of olumnss� of the projetion matries U� is determined from the ondition �� � tolPOD with �� de�nedin (18) and a tolerane tolPOD = 10�6 for eah omponent. We also apply the DEIM methodfor the redution of nonlinearity evaluations in the drift-di�usion model. The resulting redued-order model (19) for the diode is a dense DAE of dimension 105 while the original model (7)has dimension 6006. Coupling it with the unredued and redued linear networks, we obtain theresults in Table 3 (last two rows). The simulation results for the di�erent model redution setupsare also illustrated in Figure 5.5 SummaryIn the present paper, we developed a framework to ombine the PABTEC and simulation-basedPOD model order redution tehniques to determine redued-order models for oupled iruit-devie systems. While the PABTEC method preserves the passivity and reiproity in the re-dued linear iruit model, the POD approah delivers high-�delity redued-order models for thesemiondutor devies. Numerial examples demonstrate that the reoupling of the respetiveredued-order models delivers an overall redued-order model for the iruit-devie system whihallows signi�antly faster simulations (speedup-fator is about 20) while keeping the relative errorsbelow 10 %. 13
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